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my father used to say, if a couple marries they have nothing more to say. my father was a chemist he made many papers on his profession and how it can be economically exploited. he was invited many times to the foreign countries (he made a brief visit to one) to share the knowledge he gained about chemical industry and it
always fetched him good money. but after that he didn't return any further invitation for that kind of meetings or conferences. the couple never uses to have a common interest for anything else. but as they spent the rest of their life's leisure time together they have still a common interest in the economical matters. this is what we
have seen in the case of sohni and mahiwal. they both belong to upper class people in their country but they had no common interest in the economical matters. so they got married and then it was the same situation after they got married for the rest of their lives. so, we have seen this couple that survived all those years just due
to the common interest in economy. 3rd july 2017 was mahiwals birthday. sunny recalled that it was a special film day as they were shooting sohni mahiwal. he and sunny were present at the premiere of the film. the event was supposed to be spent with family and friends. the director and writer of the film unfortunately got sick

with the flu that day. when sund deol came over, there was som kind of confusion as to whether he was or wasn't going to be involved in the premiere after all. a couple of people told him that he wasn't going to be present at the event. sunny had no official information about it whatsoever. however, rajkummar was present for the
premiere. he was later asked about his feelings about the film and how it was. he simply stated that he had never heard of the film before. subsequently, he joined sohni mahiwal with a heart full of love and fondness.
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later, when mahiwals family learnt of their relationship, they got him married to a
widow from bhatinda. however, in a scene that is no longer relevant to the story,

when sohni was about to be married to mahiwal, she committed suicide in protest.
while one could argue that her actions were a violent and desperate action to save

herself from a lonely and loveless life, one could also say that this is a very
symbolically-charged act that narrates the general notion of carnal love. in fact, the
act of suicide is a deeply entrenched part of the indian culture. it is not uncommon
for a woman to seek to end her life when her lovers arent with her. suicides in india

are the biggest cause of death for young women. in fact, in punjab, a woman
commits suicide more often than any other place in india. its also worth noting that
the number of suicides has been rising in recent times. based on real-life incidents,
the movie revolves around a romance between a young ph.d scholar and an older

woman. it is played out in the backdrop of a rural village in assam. sumon, a young
man from a low-income family, visits the city and comes to know about the meat-

eating tradition in north east india. the only person who knows about the tradition in
the city is nirmali, a sad-eyed elderly woman with a penchant for eating only the

flesh of human beings. when sumon meets nirmali, she is given a chunk of meat to
eat and shows an uncanny inclination for the flesh. the two grow closer to each
other and the romance blossoms. besides being a ph.d scholar, sumon is also a

vegetarian. his love for meat is fuelled by the fact that he grew up in a meat-eating
family. however, he is also a kind-hearted man who firmly believes in equality and

justice. sohni, on the other hand, is a cannibal and a lustful woman. at the beginning
of the movie, she is married to her husband. even after his marriage, she yearns to
have her true love back. nirmali, too, longs for a partner for all times to come and

has only one love. both these lovers are lustful, and lust is the reason for their
cannibalism. their love for each other is unbounded, and it is for this reason that
they are attracted to each other and make each other's flesh taste good. the only
difference between the two is that while sumon is a vegetarian and believes in the
value of human life, sohni, a cannibal, believes in the worth of meat. 5ec8ef588b
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